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ABSTRACT This paper presents a web-based software tool for tutoring support of engineering students
without any need of data scientist background for usage. This tool is focused on the analysis of students’
performance, in terms of the observable scores and of the completion of their studies. For that purpose, it uses
a data set that only contains features typically gathered by university administrations about the students,
degrees and subjects. The web-based tool provides access to results from different analyses. Clustering
and visualization in a low-dimensional representation of students’ data help an analyst to discover patterns.
The coordinated visualization of aggregated students’ performance into histograms, which are automatically
updated subject to custom filters set interactively by an analyst, can be used to facilitate the validation of
hypotheses about a set of students. Classification of students already graduated over three performance
levels using exploratory variables and early performance information is used to understand the degree of
course-dependency of students’ behavior at different degrees. The analysis of the impact of the student’s
explanatory variables and early performance in the graduation probability can lead to a better understanding
of the causes of dropout. Preliminary experiments on data of the engineering students from the 6 institutions
associated to this project were used to define the final implementation of the web-based tool. Preliminary
results for classification and drop-out were acceptable since accuracies were higher than 90% in some cases.
The usefulness of the tool is discussed with respect to the stated goals, showing its potential for the support
of early profiling of students. Real data from engineering degrees of EU Higher Education institutions show
the potential of the tool for managing high education and validate its applicability on real scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Drop-out prediction, educational data mining, performance prediction, visual analytics.

I. INTRODUCTION
The availability of data is a relevant asset for institutions,
because data analysis can be used to help in decision making
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both in the day-to-day operative as well as strategically. In the
educational domain, higher education institutions generate
vast amounts of data from different sources. In particular,
the universities collect every year data from their students
including demographic details (e.g., age, address or socio-
economic status) and information about their admission and
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academic performance (school, degree, course path, and even
examination results). Sometimes this information is aug-
mented with data obtained from questionnaires and field
observations or with information about their career after
graduation. Knowledge can be extracted from those data to
optimize the education management tasks and improve the
students’ success rate. Indeed, the European Commission
states that ‘‘monitoring students creates a foundation for
institutional action’’ [1].

A. LEARNING ANALYTICS AND EDUCATIONAL DATA
MINING
Nowadays, it is quite common that any interaction between
students and the computer-based educational information
systems leaves a digital footprint that can be seen as comple-
mentary data. Learningmanagement systems, apart from pro-
viding access to the course contents, might include support
for management and evaluation of tasks, student tracking and
reporting that allows to assess their learning performance [2]
and to predict the risk of dropping out [3]. Intelligent tutoring
systems [4] are computer-assisted instruction systems which
record all student-educator interaction and consequently cus-
tomize the teaching process. Data stored by all these systems
will have higher granularity, at the course level, because it is
related to specific activities or events, such as the results to
exercises and quizzes.

In this sense, two fields are receiving increasing atten-
tion: Learning Analytics (LA) and Educational Data Mining
(EDM). Both fields are multidisciplinary and cover a com-
mon ground, but are focused on different targets [5]–[10].
The focus of learning analytics is the collection, analysis
and knowledge extraction from learning-related data to bet-
ter understand and optimize learning results and environ-
ments [11]. The expected advantages of learning analytics can
include customized learning and course offerings, curricu-
lum adjustments and improvement of faculty performance
or research [12]. On the other hand, educational data min-
ing stress the research and development of automated and
data-driven methods to discover patterns in large volumes of
educational data [13]. Methods in educational data mining
can be classified in terms of its aim, i.e., prediction, clus-
tering, relationship mining, distillation of data for human
judgment and discoverywithmodels [14]. Nevertheless, there
is in any case an overlap with regard to the problems LA and
EDM are trying to solve, such as student behavior modeling
or drop-out prediction [15].

B. POTENTIAL IMPACT
Although there have been already many studies applying data
analysis to learning in higher-education, it is still an emerging
field that requires more attention from university administra-
tion, instructors and other stakeholders [16]. The prediction
of drop-out risk would be useful to identify tutoring needs
and define early instructional and counseling actions, which
are agreed to be beneficial for students’ retention [16]. The
number of tutors or counselors is usually small compared to

the number of students, so support systems will be needed to
help these tutors in their diagnostic activities, alleviating the
needed effort to carry out personalized retention actions [17].
However, tutoring staff usually does not have a data scientist
background and ignores the potential of data analysis. This
is one of the major difficulties that prevents the adoption of
those approaches.

Furthermore, it also needs to be recognized that tracking,
collection and evaluation of data is challenging. For that rea-
son, previous works are usually constrained to, at most, data
from one institution. However, the joint analysis of students’
behavior at different institutions could lead to interesting
insight about their common aspects and their differences
that might be rooted in the institutional characteristics. Even
more if those institutions are heterogeneous enough, with
different sizes, demographic circumstances or countries of
origin. There are currently few reports in the learning ana-
lytics literature of deployment at scale [18].

For the previous reasons, the aim of the work reflected in
this paper is the development of an web-based software tool,1

to be used for support of the predictive modeling activities
of tutoring staff without a data scientist background. This
work has been developed in the context of a joint educational
project, Student Profile for Enhancing Tutoring Engineering,
with the participation of 6 European institutions of higher
education. The proposed web tool (SPEET tool) is focused
on the analysis of students’ performance in Engineering
Bachelor degree programs, because the problem of dropout
is common in this stage and disciplines. Performance, for
that purpose, would be defined in terms of observable scores
and completion of studies. It is also necessary that the data
on which the tool are based are easily acquired and pro-
cessed [19], so that any faculty or school could collect and
organize their own data in a format that matches with the
one proposed here, gaining meaningful benefits from the
resulting tool analysis with a remarkable benefit arising from
inter-institutions comparison.

Finally, the proposed approach needs also to have a
transnational nature, since obtaining similar student profiles
among different EU institutions might help to identify com-
mon characteristics of European engineering students and
the differences on a country/institution basis could also be
exposed and lead to deeper analysis. However, this transna-
tional context imposes some constraints on the targets that
are studied. For that reason, the work focuses in a global
and transnational degree-wide view of performance, rather
than focusing on a course-wise analysis. Higher granularity
is impractical due to multiple reasons: courses from different
institutions would hardly be comparable unless they were
specifically designed for that purpose, the usage and par-
ticular implementation of course tracking software would
differ among institutions and findings would not be easily
generalizable. Moreover, the need for a simple and easily
available data set brings further constraints. For these reasons,

1The SPEET tool 1.0 is available at http://speet.uab.cat
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the proposed common data set and representation, accounting
for the national and institutional differences in degree organi-
zation, uses only variables obtained from the administrative
records of the students, such as demographic data, courses
taken, or academic performance [20].

C. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
The paper is structured as follows. Section II examines the
previous work on analysis of students’ performance and
dropout. Section III presents the data analysis and visualiza-
tion approaches that are proposed to exploit data for tutoring
support. The data set, the implementation of the tool and the
experiments are described in depth in Section IV. Results are
presented and discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VII
contains the conclusions, limitations and future work.

II. BACKGROUND
One of the most interesting uses of data analysis in the
educational field is the exploration of data to discover pat-
terns and derive knowledge. For this purpose, it is use-
ful to involve the human analyst in the process. Therefore,
interactive visual analytics, which blends information visu-
alization and advanced computational methods to provide
a semi-automated analytical process driven by interaction,
is an interesting option [21]. The ability of visual analytics to
augment data analysis with human perceptual and cognitive
abilities is valuable as a tool to manage educational data [15],
because these techniques allow people to discover trends,
gaps or groups. Most applications of visual analytics in edu-
cation have been constrained to the analysis of data obtained
from the interaction of students with learning management
systems and other learning support platforms. For instance,
in [22], interactive visualizations were used for the analysis
of the correlations between activity patterns inMOOCs (mas-
sive open online courses) and dropout.

Nevertheless, most previous works face educational data
analysis from a predictive perspective, aiming to forecast
future academic outcomes and to obtain a better understand-
ing of the factors that play a part in academic success. The
factors related to students’ performance are still the sub-
ject of debate among educators, academics, and policy mak-
ers. Some authors [23] found that academic achievement is
related to the student’s ability and adaptation (also described
in relation to motivation and perseverance). The challenge
is to acquire quantitative data for those factors, because
questionnaires could be used for that matter but students’
responses might not reflect faithfully their latent abilities or
attitudes. Other studies examining this problem also point
out that environmental factors such as previous schooling,
parents’ education or family income have a significant effect
on the students behavior. The institutional factors can also
influence academic success, specifically the degree of adap-
tation and support that the institution provides, its structure,
as well as the clarity on the communication of expectations
and requirements, such as the admissions criteria [24].

In this sense, the joint analysis of data from multi-
ple sources of the university, such as academic records,
the activity on a LMS, the prior academic history or demo-
graphic variables, has been used to predict the likelihood of
being unsuccessful and the retention rate [25]. In any case,
a non-trivial stage of data preprocessing is necessary, where
aspects such as the hierarchical structure, context, granularity
and time range of data must be considered [13].

The goal behind the prediction of students’ performance
is generally explanatory, i.e., to obtain a better understanding
that guides educational actions that would hopefully result in
enhanced outcomes. For that reason, sometimes performance
prediction is rather posed as a classification problem, either
binary [26] or with multiple classes, ranging from low to high
performance [27]–[29]. That is also the case in the approach
presented in [30], which is also aimed at finding courses that
are good predictors of students’ performance and their pro-
gression. In this application, it is necessary to find a trade-off
between classification performance and interpretability [30].
Widely-used classification techniques have been used
for this purpose, including decision trees [30], Bayesian
networks [25], [31], k-nearest neighbors [30], naïve
Bayes [26], [28], [30] and random forests [30].

The prediction of dropout, which pertains to the fact or risk
of not completing the degree due to academic failure, volun-
tary withdrawal or transfer to other institution, is useful not
only to help faculty in understanding its causes but also to pro-
vide an early alert that might lead to corrective interventions.
Student retention is an important aim, because dropout has
undesirable consequences both for individuals and society.
For that reason, dropout has been extensively studied in the
literature, trying to analyze its predicting variables [32].

Several factors are assumed to have an impact on
the drop-out rate. Among the external ones, one is the
socio-economic environment, which includes variables such
as family income, fees, availability of financial support, need
for a supporting job, parents’ previous education, cultural
differences or social disadvantages [33]. Apart from that,
low performance in previous studies, poor results at the first
year or simultaneous enrollment in multiple programs can
be relevant factors of dropout. On the other hand, there are
additional internal factors, related to the student’s personality
and development, including at least the students’ general
attitude towards studying, their confidence and beliefs about
themselves as learners, the anxiety with certain subjects,
the perception of value, the interest in a subject, and the
enjoyment [20]. Loss of motivation is usually linked to sit-
uations where a student cannot master fundamental concepts
and skills, due to alienation or disengagement from learning.

Data stored by universities about students only reflect
these categories in part, because they are essentially quan-
titative. The available data for drop-out analysis are gen-
erally demographic, such as gender, age at enrollment or
parents’ level of education, and scores of previous univer-
sity courses or pre-university exams. When possible, atten-
dance and information about the development of the course,
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FIGURE 1. Summary of the proposed approach.

obtained from learning management systems, are also useful.
Tutoring and counseling should later complete the student
profile by obtaining further information about the students at
risk from questionnaires, interviews and checklists, providing
a better understanding of each personal case and the ability
to identify other causes of socio-emotional and behavioral
nature.

Drop-out prediction has been addressed using different
techniques, such as for example random forests [17]. The
reported accuracy of drop-out prediction depends strongly
both on the definition of dropout and on the level of studies.
The ultimate aim, nevertheless, is that this analysis leads to
the development of early warning systems.

It is also important to note that the aggregation and pro-
cessing of educational data raises ethical and legal con-
cerns. Since the data set includes demographic variables,
it is important to safeguard the student’s privacy. As a result,
data are anonymized so that the individuals are unidentifi-
able. Researchers also need to comply with personal data
protection regulations such as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union [34], if they are
applicable to the collection, aggregation and analysis of the
data under study.

III. PROPOSED METHODS
As stated in the introduction, the ultimate aim of this work
is the development of a web-based software tool for the

support of predictive modeling activities of tutoring staff in a
transnational context focused on engineering students, where
basic data from university administration is assumed to be
available. That is, the analyses focus on two kinds of data:
performance variables, in terms of the scores of students in
each subject; and explanatory variables, including features
such as student demographic data (age of access, gender,
nationality), educational background (previous studies) or
access conditions (access score).

To achieve the stated purpose, we propose two approaches.
A first one of exploratory analysis, that lets a tutor obtain
insight from data through unsupervised machine learning
and interactive visualization techniques. The second one is
centered on the classification of students, either with respect
to their performance or risk of dropout (see Figure 1).

A. STRUCTURE OF THE DATA SET
Due to the national and institutional differences in degree
organization, a common set and representation structure
needs to be chosen. As a result, the data set proposed here uses
variables obtained only from the administrative records of the
students. Note that data obtained from learning management
systems would not be universally available for all the courses
and would be highly dependent on the university, platform,
educational approach and context. The data gathered by
university administrations include demographic information,
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courses and grades. Specifically, the following variables are
considered in our approach:
• Student explanatory information: gender, age, age of
access to studies, nationality, type of previous education,
admission score, student status, parents’ education level
and residence.

• Degree information: institution, nature and length.
• Student’s performance and subject information: name,
type and length of the subject, score, number of attempts,
semester, year, knowledge area, language, nature, aver-
age score, failure rate and mobility status.

Depending on the aim of the analysis, the set of students to
be considered might only consider current students and also
students that have graduated or dropped out.

Similar data sets can be found in the literature. For instance,
features such as student demographic data (age, gender,
country of residence, citizenship), educational background
(secondary school, highest education level), or current and
past information about study units (study area, enrollment
mode, delivery method, average grade) are considered in [35]
for student profile modeling. The publicly available Open
University Dataset [36] also includes this information, along
with student interaction data tracked by a virtual learning
environment. In [37], only the final grades of the courses
are used to predict dropout and performance. Although the
application process for student enrollment differs in different
countries, the admission scores are known to be useful for
academic performance prediction. It needs to be noted that
other authors have included some variables that are more
difficult to be obtained consistently in different institutions,
such as scholarship, marital status, special needs, type of
dedication, debt situation [26], number of siblings, household
income, working status [28], parents’ occupation [31] or
English proficiency [27].

B. EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS
To understand the data structure, it is interesting to perform
clustering, i.e., grouping the students associated variables for
their similarity. The use of clustering to find similar groups
of students has already been used in previous works [30]. The
most widely used clustering technique is the K-means algo-
rithm [38], [39], which is used in this work. This approach
can be applied to find distinguishable student profiles if each
student is considered a data item, where their n variables
are seen as the coordinates of a point in an n-dimensional
space from a geometrical perspective [40]. The students are
clustered with respect to their performance, using the subjects
scores as features. Students can fall into several clusters
that would correspond to groups including from excellent to
low-performing students.

This unsupervised labeling of students is useful for their
profiling, but results would be more explanatory if the
end-user could visually analyze them. However, when data
dimensionality is higher than 3, visualization is not directly
possible. For that reason, it is necessary to use a transforma-
tion aimed at faithfully representing high-dimensional data

onto low-dimensional spaces, called dimensionality reduc-
tion. Let E be the n × D matrix that consists of n vec-
tors, each one describing a student. Therefore, a student l
is described by D variables, i.e., el = [e1l, e2l, . . . , eDl].
The goal of dimensionality reduction is to project E onto a
n × d matrix F where d < D. Indeed, d ≤ 3 when the
purpose is visualization. The dimensionality process aims at
maximizing the preservation of the properties of matrix E.
For that purpose, certain metrics and assumptions about the
geometrical structure of data need to be considered, leading
to different approaches [41].

A well-known alternative is the PCA (Principal Compo-
nents Analysis) transformation [42] that aims at convert-
ing the high dimensional data E into a low-dimensional
set F of uncorrelated components that preserve most of the
variance. It achieves that purpose by computing a linear
mapping W through the eigenvalue decomposition of the
correlation matrix ETE. Manifold learning algorithms are
another well-known class of techniques to perform nonlinear
projections of data onto a low-dimensional space by preserv-
ing distances or divergences. t-SNE (t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding) [43] is a manifold learning algorithm
that is known to provide good visualization results with real
data. Its purpose is to find the data projection that minimizes
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between joint probabilities
P and Q computed respectively from the high-dimensional
and low-dimensional pairwise Euclidean distances. A Gaus-
sian distribution models the high-dimensional space, but a a
Student t-distribution with one degree of freedom is used in
the low-dimensional space to accurately model the local data
structure.

The projection of data onto a 2D space (i.e., d = 2) by
means of dimensionality reduction is useful to facilitate their
visual interpretation, as itself or jointly with clustering. The
lower-dimensional projection obtained through dimensional-
ity reduction is shown as a 2D scatterplot where the relative
distances between points are interpretable, because proximity
in the low-dimensional space corresponds to high similarity
in the original space. Since every student is represented by a
point, visual properties, such as color or shape, can be used
to convey additional information for visual inspection related
to labels or values of relevant variables. The analysis of the
scatterplots, especially if the visualization takes advantage
of interactivity and additional visual cues, might be useful
to better understand the data structure. This approach could
be applied to project the whole set of students, represented
by their descriptive variables and the average score for each
academic year, or a set of students per degree, including their
descriptive variables and the scores of all the subjects and
allowing missing data [44], [45].

An alternative approach is considered to provide an inter-
active visualization for exploratory analysis. Using a single
student-subject interaction (subject score) as the statistical
unit, we propose a joint and coordinated visualization of
the histograms or bar charts corresponding to each variable
that can be automatically updated subject to custom filters
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set interactively on the other ones [45], [46]. Users can also
interact with histograms that are aggregated with respect to
a categorical dimension. This approach would enable opera-
tions such as slicing or dicing (range selections in one or more
dimensions) similar to the ones used by On-Line Analytical
Processing (OLAP) in the business intelligence field. For that
reason, this approach is useful for the visual analysis of the
distributions of variables, providing a global view of data
and letting a user explore the correlations between variables.
Thus, the interactive and real-time filtering can be used to
facilitate the rapid validation or rejection of hypotheses about
a set of students.

C. STUDENT CLASSIFICATION AND DROP-OUT
PREDICTION
As in most previous works, performance prediction is posed
as a classification problem where students are matched to
classes ranging from low to high performance. In this case,
performance is defined in terms of the scores obtained in
each subject. For that purpose, experimentation should focus
on analyzing the accuracy obtained in the classification of
students that have already graduated, using only partial infor-
mation [47]. Apart from explanatory variables, three different
setups are considered herein, where the amount of available
information varies:

1) Only the scores of the subjects corresponding to the
first course are considered.

2) The data set includes the scores of the subjects at the
first and second courses.

3) The scores of the three first courses are included.
The reason is that it is interesting to analyze the discrim-

inability of the scores from the initial courses, to understand
the degree of course-dependency of students’ behavior at
different degrees [40]. The results obtained in this analysis
might provide insight about the study program of the degree.

Concerning the classification algorithm, the Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) [48] is considered. SVM is a well-known
supervised algorithm that aims to find the hyper-plane that
better separates classes, when each data item is interpreted
as point in n-dimensional space (where n is number of fea-
tures). The adoption of multi-layer perceptrons [49] was also
addressed at the beginning of this work. However, SVM was
finally selected as the reference classifier because it was
approximately 10 times faster and provided similar results.
It is worth noting that the goal of this work was to develop an
online and real-time tool, so the reduction of complexity was
a main concern.

We also propose to predict, from the analysis of the
explanatory variables and the performance in early stages of
the degree, the probability that a student will graduate or,
conversely, drop out. The analysis again includes early perfor-
mance in the degree besides the explanatory variables, under
the assumption that it might be significant to predict students’
success. In this case, early performance variables are two
variables constrained to the first semester of the degree: the
number of credits achieved and the weighted average score

obtained by the student at this semester (with the weight
depending on that number of credits). The success prediction
must therefore be addressed again as a classification problem,
defining models of the relationship between a set of input
variables and the graduation status, which is considered a
binary variable (graduated = 1, dropout = 0). For that reason,
only students labeled as graduated or dropout are used for
training. However, it must be noted that the aim is not only to
predict early dropout but also to understand which students’
profiles are more sensitive to that situation.

Two statistical models are used to compute, for each input
variable, its impact on graduation probability (positive or neg-
ative) and its level of significance (low, medium or high) [47].
The proposed methods can lead to the identification of stu-
dents’ profiles, through the analysis of the model weights that
explain the effects of both explanatory and early performance
variables on the graduation probability. This way, we can find
patterns of the influence of variables in student dropout.

A first simple choice is the use of logistic regression [50],
which models the dependency of a binary response variable y
on a set of k explanatory independent variables x1, x2, . . . , xk .
Being p the probability that y = 1 (i.e., the probability of
successful completion of the degree), its natural log odds is
modeled as a linear function of the explanatory variables,
where βk are the coefficients estimated from training:

logit(p) = ln
(

p
1− p

)
= β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . .+ βkxk (1)

This model can be used to examine, independently for each
degree within the same institution, the relationship between
the probability of successful completion of the degree and a
set of attributes. However, the logistic model assumes that
the predictors are independent. This assumption does not
hold when repeated measures or clusters are found in data
and, in this context, it is interesting to jointly analyze stu-
dents of different degrees. Alternatively, in that case, a logis-
tic mixed-effects model can be used to analyze grouped
data [40], [51]. Generalized mixed-effects models [52] take
into account the grouped nature of data, describing relation-
ships between a response variable and some covariates in data
that are grouped according to one or more classification fac-
tors. They associate common random effects to observations
that share the same level of a classification factor in order to
represent the covariance structure induced by the grouping of
the data.

As a particular case of this approach, the logistic
mixed-effects model is an extension of ordinary logistic
regression that describes the relationship between the grad-
uation probability and the covariates of variables grouped
according to the degree as classification factor. Let i be
the groups that specify the different degrees and j the stu-
dents. A random term bi is included to address differences
between students belonging to different degrees, so the model
for a single observation yij for j = 1, . . . , ni in group i,
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TABLE 1. Structure of the data set.

i = 1, . . . ,M can be written as

logit(pij) = log
(

pij
1− pij

)

=

p−1∑
k=0

xi,jkβk +
q−1∑
h=0

zi,jhbih (2)

being

pij = P(yij = 1|bi,β)

=
exp(

∑p−1
k=0 xi,jkβk +

∑q−1
h=0 zi,jhbih)

1+ exp(
∑p−1

k=0 xi,jkβk +
∑q−1

h=0 zi,jhbih)
(3)

In this model, xi,jk is an element of matrix Xi (with size
ni × p) that contains the values of the explanatory vari-
ables for fixed effects model parameters of ith group, and
β = [β0, β1, . . . βp−1]T is the p-dimensional vector of fixed
effects coefficients. In turn, zi,jh is an element of the matrixZi
(with size ni× q) of random effects model parameters for the
ith group and bi = [bi0, bi1 . . . biq−1]T is the q-dimensional
vector of random effects coefficients, which has a multivari-
ate normal distribution N (0, σ 2).

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
A relational structure with three tables was designed as input
for data: one for the Students (including the information
that is available as soon as the student enrolls in the institu-
tion), one for the Degrees (including information about the
degree nature and length) and one for the Subjects (with

student and degree IDs as foreign keys and information about
the performance). Only a subset of the variables considered
in Section III-A is included in these tables, to ensure a
wider availability for any user. These variables are described
in Table 1. For experimentation, data are acquired from
the university administrations. Data from the six universi-
ties participating in the project, from five countries of the
European Union, were collected between 2011 and 2017.
As a result, data from approximately 21,000 graduated and
non-graduated students were available. The anonymity of
data subjects has been ensured, because all the variables that
might identify a student were removed by the data custodian
before they were shared with the analysts.
During the definition of the experiments, the relevance of

preprocessing to reduce inconsistencies became clear, espe-
cially among different institutions. Main sources of discrep-
ancies were found in the labeling of categorical variables,
the availability of specific variables or the scoring system. It is
necessary to deal with missing values, outliers and corrupted
values, generally caused by user-entry errors or different
data dictionary definitions. The students’ courses scores are
normalized to a 0-10 range. Missing value imputation is
performed for subjects where more than half of the scores are
present, using the average for students who have graduated
and zero for dropouts. If a fewer percentage of scores is
available, the subject is discarded to avoid the use of a high
number of imputed values. Before drop-out analysis, it is
also necessary to perform further preprocessing to account
for students who have studied more than one degree, omit
the degrees with a small sample of available data and remove
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students that are still active or known to have only temporarily
interrupted their studies.

Furthermore, it is necessary to perform further processing
to accommodate data to the needs of the proposed algorithms.
In all the cases, the three tables are joined into a single
one. For the coordinated histograms, each row represents a
student-subject record. In the clustering and classification
experiments, there are as many data items as students. The
drop-out analysis requires aggregated values related to the
performance in the first semester of the degree, which need
to be computed from the original data set. The drop-out
analysis also requires information about the student’s status
(Graduated, Dropout or In Progress), which was not directly
available at all the institutions of this project [53].

Experiments were organized in two phases. First, each one
of the methods was preliminarily assessed on data from the
participating institutions, to validate their applicability and
interest for the problem at hand [44], [47]. Later, experiments
were performed on the SPEET tool that included the data
analysis techniques as well as all the requirements with regard
to user interface and automated processing needed to achieve
the stated purposes, i.e., to be used for support of the predic-
tive modeling activities of third-party tutoring staff without a
data scientist background [53].

Preliminary experiments led us to several decisions. First,
an elbow analysis on the within-groups sum of squares was
used to choose the number of clusters, which was set to
three. This number of clusters is manageable enough to obtain
students’ patterns and also provides flexibility to adapt tutor-
ing actions to segments of students, which could generally
be seen as ’’excellent’’, ’’average’’ and ’’low-performance
students’’ if we take into account the average of the scores
obtained by all students at each cluster. For that reason,
the number of classes in the performance classification exper-
iments has also been set to three. Second, to provide a quicker
execution of the clustering algorithm, a 2D projection of the
original data was considered, i.e., the components obtained
from PCA transformation. Preliminary results consistently
showed similar results to those obtained with the full dimen-
sional data.

B. TOOL
Two interactive visualizations have been implemented in

this project [44]. The first is a coordinated view, which pro-
vides a set of interactive coordinated histograms where a user
can establish filters by one or more variables, accordingly
triggering the update of the other charts. The second is a
data projection view, which provides a 2D scatterplot of
the high-dimensional students’ data, obtained by means of
dimensionality reduction.

The aim of the coordinated view is to enable the explo-
ration of the distributions of variables and of the links
between them. This view has been implemented as an inter-
active dashboard, showing a set of coordinated histograms
and barplots where a user can filter by one or more vari-
ables, causing that the rest of the charts update automatically.

The charts, some fixed and the others customizable, show the
count of student-subject records binned by interval/category.
In order to define a filter by a variable or a set of variables,
a user can click on one or more barplot columns, when
variables are categorical, or select a range on a histogram
through brushing, when it is numerical. After applying a filter,
the visualization across all the panels updates automatically.
The number of filtered units is also reported at the bottom
of the visualization. On the other hand, a tooltip showing
the corresponding relative frequency is shown when hovering
over a barplot column.

With respect to data projection, an initial implementation
(see Fig. 2) enabled to interactively adjust the parameters
and to exploit the visual channels or graphical properties of
each point of the 2D scatterplot (i.e., radius, shape, and color)
for conveying additional information (i.e., values from the
original variables) [44]. This tool can be applied to two cases:
one where data are organized by year and another one where
data are grouped by degree. An additional square is displayed
in the bottom left side to allow users to select the weight of
each year in the projection of the first case. In the second case,
the degree can be selected by an additional menu.

Nevertheless, it must be noted that, after the feedback
obtained from preliminary field tests, it was decided not to
include this functionality in SPEET. Nevertheless, a simpler
non-customizable 2D projection, using the PCA algorithm,
has been kept to facilitate the visual interpretation of
clustering.

Another auxiliary visualization is provided to support the
interpretation of clustering. In this case, data are visualized as
scores histograms, with the possibility of choosing the refer-
ence variable between students or subjects. The subject-based
approach considers a given cluster and averages all the scores
for each subject. The student-based option takes all the stu-
dents belonging to a cluster and computes the average score
of all the subjects of each student.

Preliminary experimentation with regard to classification
considered the two approaches commented in Section III
(SVM and MLP). Since the SVM approach provided similar
results and a reduced complexity, this was the classifier con-
sidered to be included in the SPEET tool. For model assess-
ment, data were split into training (80%) and test (20%) sets.
Different kernels (linear, third-order polynomial and radial
basis function) and different values of the penalty parameter
(between 0.5 and 5) were tested. After testing the classifier
with degrees at different universities of the consortium, it was
found that a linear kernel with a penalty of 1 provided the best
results.

Preliminary experiments were performed with the
approaches proposed for the graduation predictionmodel. For
model assessment, data have been split again into training
(80%) and test (20%) sets. The initial model used a binary
logistic mixed-effects model with all the covariates but,
even without explicit autocorrelation, the random effects
were complex for a fairly small data set. For that reason,
in order to simplify the model, a single random effect on the
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FIGURE 2. Screenshot of preliminary data projection implementation [53].

intercept is considered in model (2,3). The model is further
simplified, removing the least significant covariates (a sig-
nificant p-value is usually taken as ≤ 0.05) and performing a
likelihood-ratio test relative to the initial model step-by-step.
This is the model that has been implemented in the SPEET
tool. The implementation uses a Laplace approximation as the
numerical method, which is a compromise between accuracy
and computational speed.

In the SPEET tool, the three tables described in
section IV-A are uploaded as comma-separated values files
by the user. Those files contain respectively the information
about students, subjects and degrees. The uploaded informa-
tion is processed to accommodate data to the requirements of
data analysis algorithms but also to detect errors and/or miss-
ing data, since it is necessary to guarantee that the obligatory
columns are not missing. If categorical columns are missing
or unnecessary columns are present, warning messages are
issued but the tool can still be executed.
C. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The SPEET tool displays different sections: information
about the project, an interface for data uploading, data analy-
sis and data visualization. The visualizations described in the
previous subsection have been implemented as an interactive
web application, which presents complete dashboards that
display information and can be interactively adjusted to the
needs of the analyst. The SPEET tool also implements a
messaging system to help users and report errors, warnings
and suggested solutions, which are represented by different
colors.

The application has been developed using a Model-
View-Controller (MVC) paradigm. In Figure 3, a simplified

FIGURE 3. SPEET webtool architecture.

schema of the software structure is presented. There, one can
observe the flow of the process between data upload and
results presentation.
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At the back-end side, data analysis was implemented in
Python to facilitate the integration of methods presented
in Section III, as well as future integrations. A Flask
micro-framework is used as controller, in charge of run-
ning the Python-written data processing algorithms. For its
deployment, a Gunicorn server and a Nginx reverse server
have been used. With regard to the model, the Python Pandas
library [54] was used to preprocess and structure data for
all the experiments whereas scikit-learn [55] was used for
the clustering, dimensionality reduction and classification
algorithms. Initial implementations of the logistic and the
mixed-effect model used, respectively, the stats and lme4 R
packages. However, for its final implementation in SPEET,
the generalized linear models (binomial family) available in
the statsmodels Python library were used.

At the front-end part, HTML5, JavaScript and CSS3 were
used to provide the interactivity and style required for visu-
alization and reporting. Indeed, the front-end was designed
to provide the desired interaction so that users can easily
upload students’ data sets, analyze them and obtain an output
with the results. The interactive visualization that provides
the coordinated view is implemented using several JavaScript
libraries such as DC.js2 and Crossfilter,3 both of them based
on D3.js [56]. Although preliminary visualizations obtained
from nonlinear dimensionality reduction were implemented
with Processing.js, the graphical results results of clustering
and classification in SPEET are produced with the pygal
Python library. Additionally, the results obtained for drop-out
prediction were also summarized graphically using that tool.

Apart from usability, security and privacy were also
addressed. In that sense, data transfer is SSL encrypted, files
are removed after 48h and the requirements of the European
General Data Protection Regulation are followed. Source
code can be found at a public repository.4

V. RESULTS
A. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, we show a summary of the results we obtained
by applying the different algorithms to the data of the project
consortium. These preliminary results, explained in detail in
the project technical reports [44], [47], [53], are compared
with the ones reported in previous works.

1) EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS
a: VISUALIZATION
The application of nonlinear dimensionality reduction to data
from the partners produced a 2-dimensional visualization
where students are grouped according to the explanatory vari-
ables. However, this visualization was only interesting for the
common set of students. The projections per degree generally
contained a too small number of students, so visualizations
were uninformative [44]. Furthermore, the feedback obtained

2https://dc-js.github.io/dc.js/
3https://github.com/crossfilter/crossfilter
4https://bitbucket.org/SPEET_PROJECT/speet_code

in preliminary field tests from the members of the project and
the exchange of opinions with the external audience of educa-
tional staff that participated in a set of dissemination events
proved that users without a data science background found
it difficult to interpret a 2-dimensional visualization where
information is conveyed through relative pairwise distances
rather than absolute positions. Since the main target of the
project are tutors with no prior training, this visualization was
not included in the first version of SPEET.

The usefulness of coordinated views was qualitatively
assessed through the evaluation of hypotheses about the
relationship between explanatory variables and performance.
For that purpose, the teaching staff involved in the project
formulated hypotheses about variables that they intuitively
understood to have great influence on performance [53]. The
use of filters on those explanatory variables showed, for
instance, that students with high admission scores always
provided better score distributions, that scores were higher for
elective than for mandatory subjects and that other explana-
tory variables such as PreviousStudies or SubjectYear had a
strong influence on performance but their relationship was
highly dependent on the degree.

b: CLUSTERING
After applying the proposed clustering approach to all
the degrees of the partners’ consortium, it was possi-
ble to highlight three clusters of students with regard to
their performance (i.e., low, mid, high-performing students)
for all the institutions, which are generally well sepa-
rated [53]. However, sometimes there is some overlapping
between the low-performance and average clusters that is
due to indistinguishable performance of both groups of
students for a certain set of subjects. This situation can
be observed through the analysis of the score histograms,
where average-score students present a clear separation
with few overlaps but average-score subjects show certain
overlapping.

To complement the clustering analysis, the distribution of
categorical variables (Gender, Previous Studies, Admission
Score, Access to Studies Age and Nationality) at the different
clusters was also analyzed. Some conclusions obtained from
the students analyzed at the Universities of the project were
the following:

1) Age: two cases were observed. For the cases where
almost all students are 18/19 years old when they
access the degrees, no clear pattern can be observed.
If there is a non-negligible number of older students,
it is observed that high-performance students tend to
be young.

2) Admission score: a clear pattern is observed. The
higher the admission score, the higher the obtained
performance.

3) Gender: the number of women enrolled in the analyzed
engineering degrees was low. Nevertheless, the propor-
tion of high-performance students tend to be higher
among women for most of the partners.
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4) Previous Studies: a rather clear pattern of higher per-
formance for students coming from secondary school
was observed.

2) CLASSIFICATION
Concerning the classification accuracy, that is, the ability of
the SVM algorithm to classify a new student into the obtained
clusters, it was verified that classification performance pre-
sented satisfactory results but depended both on the degree
type and the institution [53].When the scores of the first three
courses along with the categorical variables were considered
for classification, accuracies of at least 85% were obtained
(being higher than 90% in most of the cases). In the cases
where only the first course or first+second courses were
addressed, quite different accuracies were obtained depend-
ing on the type of degree and university. Although there were
degrees reflecting a high accuracy level with categorical fea-
tures and first course scores (up to 90%), in other cases accu-
racies rose 20% by adding the scores of the second course.
An interpretation of these results is that the degree plan and/or
nature has a great importance of student classification and,
therefore, this analysis might be useful to extract insights and
patterns through the comparison of institutions and degrees.

It is difficult to compare these results with the ones
obtained in previous literature, due to the different experi-
mental conditions. However, it can be noted that previous
examples of academic performance classification have pro-
vided different results, with a reported effectiveness that
ranges between 66.67% and 96.47%, depending on the vari-
ables that were considered, their degree and the specific
definition of success [28]. It is also reported that it is more
difficult to correctly classify average-performing students.
Although this fact was not analyzed in our case, it seems to
agree with the results obtained in clustering, as commented
above. In [26], binary classification results on a course-wise
basis showed a highest average of 0.60 ± 0.17, using only
demographic variables. In [29], the results of classification
in five categories of university students, based again on
explanatory variables, showed prediction rates around 60%,
although classification was better for students labeled as
good or very good. In [27], the accuracies reported were
higher for 2 classes (over 90%) and lower for 4 classes
(over 60%). So, in general, it seems that higher accuracies
are obtained for sufficiently aggregated classes [30]. In [30],
which only used previous scores, the prediction of graduation
performance showed an accuracy of up to 83.65% and that
the pre-enrollment performance and the scores in the first
and second year courses were the most relevant factors in a
degree of Information Technology. Furthermore, they discov-
ered that the performance of students tends to stay the same
throughout the degree, and so students remain in the same
classes.

3) DROP-OUT PREDICTION
The proposed drop-out prediction was initially tested by the
university that developed the tool. Model accuracy on the

test set reached 90.9%, with a sensitivity of 97.0% and a
specificity of 75.4%, which encouraged the application of the
proposed predictor [47]. Afterwards, data from two universi-
ties were analyzedwith the proposed approach [53]. Common
patterns were observed for these institutions: specifically,
it was found that access age has a negative impact on grad-
uation (i.e., younger students are more likely to graduate),
whereas admission score and the performance of the student
in the first semester (the weighted average score and the num-
ber of ECTS obtained) have a positive impact on graduation.
The rest of variables did not consistently show a remarkable
impact on dropout.

With regard to drop-out prediction, previous works in the
literature reported accuracies in higher education that range
from 0.7 to 0.8 [57]. Furthermore, the features related to the
incidence of dropout have also been studied in the litera-
ture. The results obtained in [32] are interesting, due to the
similarity of its target and its available variables, although
the study focuses on the Spanish higher education system
previous to the Bologna Process (instead of several European
post-Bologna higher education systems) and does not con-
strain itself to engineering degrees. Some of their conclusions
match those obtained in our work, i.e., that early performance
(specifically pre-enrollment academic performance) is a good
predictor and that age is positively associated with dropping
out. Other findings by [32] were that students are more likely
to drop out in the first year of studies and that the lack of
parental higher education and displacement, as well as being
male in the case of engineering, are positively associated with
dropping out.

B. DEVELOPED TOOL
In this section, the tool that resulted from the application of
the steps presented in section IV-A is described. A technical
description and use guide is presented in [58].

The SPEET tool has been developed to be user-friendly
and easily accessible, so that other faculties and schools
outside of the project’s consortium are able to easily perform
a preliminary analysis of their students based on their own
data after they are organized accordingly. Three templates
(.csv format), which correspond to the structure described
in Table 1, are provided at the website to allow other insti-
tutions to arrange their data: SubjectsPerformance.csv, Stu-
dents.csv and Degrees.csv.

If data is not organized as indicated, some errors are
shown by the tool along with suggestions to fix the detected
problems. Once data is uploaded, the user can select two
possible options: either Clustering, Dropout and Classifica-
tion or Coordinated views. In the Clustering, Dropout and
Classification case, five different results are provided (see
Figure 4):
• Performance Clusters, projected onto a 2-dimensional
representation.

• Scores Histograms, with which users can inter-
act by choosing the reference variable (Students or
Subject).
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FIGURE 4. Example of execution output of the Clustering, Drop out and Classification Tool [58].
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• Categorical Study, with which users can interact by
choosing both the categorical dimension and the normal-
ization setting.

• Classification Analysis, where users can observe
the classification results obtained considering early
performance.

• Dropout Analysis: Graduation Prediction Model, sum-
marizing graphically both the impact in graduation of
each variable, their significance and the total accuracy.

As observed, results presented by the tool are aligned with
those commented at previous sections. In this particular
example (see Figure 4), we are providing the results the user
can obtain from the Clustering, Drop-out and Classification
tool. For the ease of interpretation, we have added numbers
at the figure in this paper to guide the reader. In (1), the user
can easily observe that three clusters of students are generated
based on their performance. In (2) and (3), the tool shows the
way average scores and categorical variables are distributed
at each cluster. In (4), the classification result provided by
the tool for the uploaded data is shown. As observed, a clas-
sification accuracy ranging from 85% to 91% is obtained
based on the amount of information used for classification.
In this example, a high accuracy level with only first course
information could mean that the first year of that degree
is very important and performance during this year clearly
determines the student’s outcome. Finally, an accuracy of
drop-out prediction equal to 85% is observed at (5). Besides
that, the tool provides the significance level and impact on
graduation for the different variables used for this prediction.
On one hand, the most significant variables in this example
are the weighted average score and the total number of credits
obtained by the student at the first semester of the first year
(Wei Avg Eval 11 and Total Credits 11 variables, respec-
tively). On the other hand, one can also observe that these two
variables have a positive impact on graduation probability.

In the Coordinated Views section, the tool analyzes the
whole data uploaded in the session. The statistical unit is a
single student-subject interaction (subject score). The distri-
bution of subject scores is visualized across different vari-
ables using coordinated histograms and barplots. The user
can interact with Coordinated Views in different ways, letting
users filter out the subject scores that are not interesting for
their analysis. Its operation is shown in Figure 5, where red
numbers have been added to help with the explanation. For
instance, a user can filter by a categorical variable, by clicking
on one or more barplot columns. That is the case of (1) and
(2), where the user has selected only the scores corresponding
tomen studyingMechanical Engineering. It is also possible to
filter by a numerical variable, through the selection of a range
in a histogram, such as in (3) and (6), where subjects of the
third and fourth year and students with an admission score
higher than 6.5 are respectively selected. Each single filter
can be reset from its corresponding visual, while all filters
can be reset at the same time through a link at the bottom
of the page (4). The number of filtered units is also reported
there. After applying a filter, the visualization is updated

automatically across all its panels. The user can observe the
distribution of interest, such as the scores obtained by the
students under these conditions (5) and even hover over a
barplot column to check its corresponding relative frequency.
It is also possible to analyze the distribution the average
score with respect to an explanatory variable, which can be
selected from a dropdown (7). This feature could let a user
find correlations.

VI. DISCUSSION
A. USEFULNESS OF THE TOOL
To evaluate the usefulness of the developed tool, it is neces-
sary to analyze whether the stated goals are met. The aimwas,
in short, the development of a web-based tool for tutoring
support, under the following constraints:
• Target users are not expected to have a strong back-
ground in data science and therefore the use and reports
from the tool should be intuitive.

• Target users are expected to be transnational, so data
structure should be as general as possible to guarantee
that users are able to easily gather those data from insti-
tutions of different countries.

• The expected analyses should help users to find and
study profiles of students with regard to their perfor-
mance at the degree level and their risk of dropout.

To analyze usability and intuitiveness, we first need to
identify the greatest obstacles a user might face when using
the platform. It can be argued that the most important one is
data gathering, which is unavoidable. Complexity of the files
required by the platform is minimum, since their format can
be created and edited almost universally, and only variables
that are generally available in the universities are considered.
However, even with this stress on simplicity, the task of the
data manager remains critical for data collection.

Another difficulty would be the interpretability of results.
The tool makes an extensive use of information visualization
not only for the explanatory analysis but also to report the
classification and drop-out prediction results. The coordi-
nated view enables an interactive visual analysis, placing the
user as the center of a loop of knowledge discovery. The other
visualizations mainly use color as the feature channel, so that
different categories stand out (in clustering and histograms)
or to provide a natural interpretation for the classification
analysis or the significance level of features in drop-out anal-
ysis (red-low and green-high). In drop-out, the mathematical
symbol is also used to convey positive or negative impact.
Except for the case of the low-dimensional representation
for clustering (a scatterplot where information is provided by
the relative distances among points), standard 2D bar chart
displays are used. For those reasons, we argue that the user
interface is simple enough to be used readily or after short
training.

Finally, system operation under unexpected errors is a
common source of frustration among users. For that reason,
the platform is designed to provide guidance in the presence
of usual errors. Indeed, 45 informative messages have been
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FIGURE 5. Example of execution output of the coordinated views tool.

defined, most of them related to common problems during
preprocessing (see [58]).

With respect to the potential of the tool for its applica-
tion to data from institutions of different countries, most
features considered in the tool are expected to be stored
in any database of a university administration: demographic
variables, such as gender, age or nationality, and explanatory

variables of degrees and subject. Local disparity is more
likely to be related with length, which can consider different
units (although in the European Higher Education Space the
European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System is used
as an standard), admission score (whichmight not be required
in certain countries) and scores (which in some countries are
rank-based instead of absolute). Nevertheless, the proposed
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data structure was found to be reasonable for all the partners
of the project, which comprised institutions from 5 different
countries of the European Union, with different sizes and
degrees taught in 7 languages.

With regard to the usefulness of the provided analy-
ses, it must be noted that the tool provides three per-
spectives about the global student performance, along with
an interactive visualization designed for self-guided explo-
ration of hypotheses. As described in Section V-A, prelimi-
nary analyses showed value to obtain insights about student
performance.

At the final stage of the project, the proposed tool was
presented, in the context of a training workshop, to 9 people
belonging to the institutions of the project consortium but
who were not involved in the development of the project. The
roles of the staff involved in this event were selected to cover
different profiles of potential end users, such as University
managers, data managers or tutors. The aim was not con-
strained to assess the proposed platform, but rather to analyze
the potential and limitations of academic data analysis when
dealing with the specific administrative and technical situa-
tions of each institution. However, the participants were able
to analyze the data from their own institution and provided
some feedback. The most relevant impressions about the pro-
posed platform were that clustering/classification tools are
useful to understand patterns of different students’ profiles,
whereas the coordinated views can reinforce the analysis
thanks to their dynamic behavior and intuitiveness. Besides,
it was agreed that dropout analysis is a necessary step to solve
a common problem found at Universities and that one of the
applications of the tool could be to give advice to students in
risky situations.

B. SUPPORT IN TUTORING ACTION
The practical applications of the SPEET platform in tutor-

ing are constrained to the identification and analysis of stu-
dents’ profiles. Tutors can use the tool in a first stage of
exploratory analysis to identify, in a short period of time,
the most salient particularities of student profiles in a certain
degree. Otherwise, tutors should require much more effort to
reach to these conclusions.

Indeed, the preliminary experiments were driven by some
questions that presumably tutors would pose during this first
profiling stage, such as:
• Can we separate students at different groups based on
their performance behavior?

• Can we observe clear students’ profiles at these groups
based on categorical variables such as age, admission
score, sex, previous studies?

• Can we observe if early performance determines the
behavior of students at one degree?

• Can group separation be explained by the way categori-
cal variables are distributed?

• Can we formulate hypotheses about the relationship
between explanatory variables and performance?

• Does any score distribution grouped by an explanatory
variable show an evident trend?

The results obtained with academic data from partner orga-
nizations provided positive answers to those questions, linked
to the perspective of tutoring activity. Even if that is not the
case for other scenarios, we argue that the findings would still
be interesting for tutoring, because theywould provide insight
about the students’ profiles.

However, the subsequent process that tutors would follow
to promote the students’ successful completion of university
studies is by no means trivial or automatic. The SPEET tool
only provides global hints about students’ profiles and per-
formance and cannot identify problems of specific students.
Student data are anonymized, and any in-depth analysis of the
situation would need to consider new information that is not
included in the tool. For that reason, once this exploration
stage is finished, tutors should rely on their experience to
define a protocol of action to address the profiles associated
to failure and dropout. This course of action will probably
require gathering more information to understand the inner
causes of low performance and will result in prevention
or intervention strategies. This pedagogical work is beyond
the scope of this paper, which focuses on the technological
aspects.

VII. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a web-based software tool for student
profiling, providing support to tutoring staff without a data
scientist background. The presented tool is focused on the
analysis and forecasting of students’ performance, in terms
of the observable scores and of the completion of studies.
The study has focused in Engineering Bachelor degree pro-
grams currently running at higher education institutions from
5 different countries of the European Union, with different
sizes and degrees taught in 7 languages. For those reasons,
the considered variables are those commonly found in the
administrative records of the students (student’s explanatory
variables, student’s performance and information about sub-
jects and degrees) and analyses are aimed to provide a global,
degree-wide view of performance, instead of course-wise.

To achieve these purposes, a variety of exploratory and
predictive analyses have been proposed:
• Clustering and visualization in a low-dimensional rep-
resentation to help end user to understand the data
structure.

• The coordinated visualization of histograms, which can
be automatically updated on the basis of custom filters
set interactively, to facilitate the validation of hypotheses
about a set of students.

• Classification of already graduated students to three
performance levels using exploratory variables and early
performance information, to understand the degree of
course-dependency of students’ behavior at different
degrees.

• Risk of dropout, computed on the basis of first semester
performance and selected explanatory variables, since
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the analysis of the impact of the student’s variables and
early performance in the graduation probability can lead
to a better understanding of the causes of dropout.

A preliminary application of the proposed algorithms to
data of the 6 higher education institutions led to the following
observations:
• Exploratory Analysis: The usefulness of coordinated
views for a self-guided exploration of hypotheses
was qualitatively assessed through the confirmation of
assumptions suggested by the teaching staff.

• Clustering: After applying the proposed clustering to
all the degrees, it was possible to find three clusters
of students with regard to their performance for all the
institutions, which are generally well separated.

• Classification: It was possible to to satisfactorily clas-
sify a new student into the obtained clusters but
accuracy depended both on the degree type and the
institution.

• Drop-out prediction: The proposed drop-out prediction
model showed a high accuracy, with better sensitiv-
ity than specificity. Common patterns were observed:
specifically, it was found that access age has a negative
impact on graduation whereas admission score and the
performance of the student in the first semester have a
positive impact on graduation.

The successful results of the proposed methods in pre-
liminary experiments motivated their implementation in the
SPEET tool, which is conceived to provide easy upload and
processing of the academic data, different perspectives on
the information, and interactivity for self-guided exploration.
The reliance on visualization and the preprocessing support
messages make the tool easy to use. The data structure has
been kept simple enough to be applicable to diverse institu-
tions. The positive feedback about the SPEET tool by manag-
ing and tutoring staff of the 6 universities of the project let us
conclude that it offers remarkable insight about the features
related to student performance, which can become potentially
useful for an initial stage of student profiling.

As an immediate continuation work, it is expected to
extend the experiences with these tools to other knowledge
domains to find how students’ profiles in humanities and
sciences differ from engineering students analyzed in this
work. It would also be useful to add further information
about classroom attendance and results at the course level,
obtained from learning management systems, to the analy-
sis. Including these variables is a pre-requisite to study, for
instance, the effects of teachingmethodologies. Nevertheless,
an agreement on methodologies and learning management
tools is needed to guarantee enough consistency, so experi-
ments might be constrained to only one degree.

The tool should also be used in routine and massive con-
ditions to gather feedback from tutoring offices. Feedback
should lead to its improvement but also to motivate its exten-
sion to elaborate more comprehensive analyses. It would also
be interesting to design a structured approach such as a lab-
oratory user study to validate the usefulness of the proposed

platform and the appropriateness of the design choices and
abstractions for the target user population.
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